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Virtual Roundtable – 3 

Covid-19 from a Benefits / Compensation Perspective

3.31.2020
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Hazard Pay Survey Results

Five companies responded.

Results:

Three of the survey participants said that they are not implementing extra hazard pay due to the 

pandemic.

One company is considering:

Overtime paid at 2X vs 1.5X

$50/shift incentive for picking up unstaffed shifts

$100/shift incentive if covering shift where resident has confirmed positive for COVID-19

One survey participant noted that Chipotle in MN is paying 10% premium during the pandemic.
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Additional information from Internet search last week 

(shared on March 25, 2020):

1) Found an article saying senators were urging Jeff Bezos/Amazon to pay his warehouse employees time and 

a half "hazard pay". Yikes! Article about Amazon: https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/senators-to-bezos-give-

amazon-warehouse-workers-sick-leave-hazard-pay.html

2)  Safeway: national announcement from Safeway of hazard pay. And we are happy that our work with Kroger 

over recent days has led their announcement for hazard pay for workers as well. The additional Kroger benefits 

include:

• A total Hazard Pay of $300 for those working full time. A total Hazard Pay $150 for those working less than 

full time. This hazard pay would be paid in early April.

3)  Albertsons: thousands of grocery store workers in Southern California received good news: The Albertsons, 

Vons, and Pavilions supermarket chains agreed to pay employees $2 more per hour.

4)  Trader Joe’s and Walmart employees have received bonuses, while Target, Whole Foods, Amazon, and the 

Texas grocery store chain H-E-B are offering $2 per hour raises. The Southern California United Food and 

Commercial Workers (UFCW) local unions, which represent more than 60,000 grocery store employees, are 

also in talks with chains Ralphs and Stater Bros. to give workers “hazard pay” as they continue to interact with 

the public.

5)  Several networking groups were throwing ideas around regarding hazard pay. The dollar amounts varied 

from $1.00 - $5.00 per hour, a flat rate ($50+), or a percentage of pay. They are using a temporary or other code 

in payroll. Most seemed to follow shift premium policies. They seemed to agree that a sunset date should be 

transparent in the communications.
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Complimentary Toolkit 
https://www.mranet.org/resource/contagious-diseases-and-pandemic-toolkit

https://www.mranet.org/resource/contagious-diseases-and-pandemic-toolkit
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CompReport
Newport Group affiliate Robert Harrington’s Bullseye Consulting newsletter

http://www.bullseye.consulting/

http://www.bullseye.consulting/
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Other Questions
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Comments

• New Legislation questions/understanding

• $600 extra (thru July 31st) plus regular unemployment; will people want to come back to work.  Making more 

unemployed.  Possible 2 month period where people will not go look for jobs.    

• Could be until the money runs out.  

• Rena to find a speaker for next week.  

• Wisconsin is $370/week maximum? Is this the additional or regular?  This is the regular amount we think.  Kirsten 

from Uline confirmed.

Uline is doing Crisis Pay Premium.  $5/hour

Walkouts?  Should we do something?  We can keep gathering the data.  More employees will refuse to go to work.  

Johnson Controls (Blake) – talked about the LOCATION SPECIFIC communication and actions.  

Visual Meetings are becoming more the norm.  Remote work weekly check-ins.  Getting a pulse on the emotional side 

of it.  People need to show productivity.  How do we gauge this? 

Daily communications are helping.  
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